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Abstract

T

he burst of the housing bubble in 2007 led to high concentrations of
foreclosures across the nation, disrupting the housing market at both the
individual and neighborhood level. The neighborhood level effects are only
beginning to be understood now, with some neighborhoods recovering while
others still struggle to retain their character. The variations of long-term effects amongst neighborhoods that were significantly affected by foreclosures
question whether certain attributes of neighborhoods provide greater neighborhood stability, or financial resiliency, in times of economic downturn. This
study analyzes the financial resiliency of neighborhoods in the aftermath of
the foreclosure crisis in the city of Los Angeles, where the diverse makeup of
neighborhoods allows a wide array of housing characteristics to be evaluated.
This research aimed to understand two phenomena as a result of the foreclosure crisis: (1) whether certain physical and social attributes of housing play
a role in determining a neighborhoods ability to be financially resilient and
(2) if current housing policies in Los Angeles city are appropriate for providing neighborhood resilience in distressed neighborhoods. Using GIS spatial
analysis, visual documentation, and interviews with Neighborhood Council
members, the analysis revealed that neighborhoods behaving financially resilient tend to have greater stock of renter-occupied housing, lower percentages
of single-family detached homes, and higher levels of housing-type diversity.
They are also located in lower income, more racially diverse areas. These characteristics alone however do not create financially resilient neighborhoods;
community forces, or the social environment must also be considered for
future housing policy recommendations. In order for such housing policies to
be successful, these community dynamics need to be taken into account and
incorporated into housing policies so that future housing growth will lead to
more financially resilient neighborhoods.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

W

hen the housing bubble burst in 2007, it confirmed what many
economists and financial analysts had been speculating for some time – the
practice of high-risk lending had led to such a fragile housing market that
simply could not be sustained in its current trend. Since then, governmental
agencies and policy makers have been attempting to remedy the problem
through financial lending mechanisms and tools to support homeowners that
are struggling to maintain their loans or who have lost their homes (Immergluck, 2009; Kaplan & Sommers, 2009).
But understanding and mitigating the failures of the lending market is not
the end of the story, it is simply part of a complex issue that has affected the
nation at various scales and through different mediums. Only recently have
the true costs of foreclosure crisis begun to be realized and its secondary, or
ripple effects, come to the forefront of planning discussion. In particular, the
neighborhood effects of increased concentrations of foreclosures have been
recognized as neighborhoods must deal with the negative effects of foreclosures that linger after the initial shock. The ability of neighborhoods to cope
with these issues however is still not clearly understood, nor is what characteristics make certain neighborhoods more adept than others.
The interesting thing is that not all neighborhoods are equal. Despite high
rates of foreclosures, some neighborhoods have been able to bounce back
while others have spiraled downward. This suggests that there are certain
attributes that factor into a neighborhoods ability to stabilize itself in the
aftermath of such times of economic downturn (Campanella & Gotham,
2010). Physical planning literature suggest that there is a link between
housing characteristics and neighborhood stability (Duany, Plater-Zyberk, &
Speck, 2000; Jacobs, 1961), but this has not been evaluated with regards to
increased concentrations of foreclosures. The physical and structural makeup
of housing within neighborhoods has not been studied as a way to provide
greater financial resiliency, or rather, greater flexibility and responsiveness
within neighborhoods after times of economic downturn.
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This paper will look at Los Angeles city to evaluate the physical and social
characteristics of housing against a neighborhood’s resiliency to high foreclosure rates. The City of Los Angeles provides a compelling case study because
it consists of a breadth of neighborhoods that have a diverse array of housing
characteristics. In terms of both physical qualities and demographic makeup,
LA is a patchwork of distinct smaller enclaves – a single city of multi-cities
(Sloane, 2012). In addition, housing production in Los Angeles City is slowly
moving away from developer and homeowner driven control and towards
more proactive planning for the future housing production. These new policies are attempting to integrate new, or alternative, forms of housing into
neighborhoods, and therefore it is crucial to understand whether the current
direction of housing policy is appropriate for providing future financial resiliency in neighborhoods.

This study aims to understand two phenomena as a result of the foreclosure
crisis:
(1) whether certain physical and social attributes of housing in neighborhoods play
a role in determining a neighborhoods ability to be financially resilient in times of
economic downturn and
(2) if current housing policies in Los Angeles city are appropriate for providing
neighborhood resilience in struggling neighborhoods.
Using GIS spatial analysis, visual documentation, and interviews with Neighborhood Council members, this study first evaluates neighborhoods in terms
of their stability after the foreclosure crisis and then analyzes trends in housing characteristics amongst the different classes of neighborhood stability.
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Chapter 2: Background
2.1 Foreclosure Crisis
Overview: A National &
Local Issue

1. Department of City Planning
Los Angeles, Demographics
Research Unit April 2013
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T

here are several factors that have been identified as the reason for the
burst of the housing bubble, but there is no doubt that the increase in subprime mortgage lending and other high-risk mortgages during the early
2000s played a significant role in the financial crisis. Sub-prime mortgages
and other “exotic” mortgage types widened the market for homeownership
across the country, as lower-income households could suddenly afford to own
home (Immergluck, Foreclosed, 2009). This failure to contain and regulate
the high-risk mortgage market threatened overall housing prices and the
mainstream infrastructure of housing finance, with little thought to the
future problems of what would happen if many loans failed and many houses
were left vacant (Immergluck, Foreclosed, 2009).When the housing bubble
finally burst in 2007, this oversight resulted in high concentrations of foreclosures across the nation, threatening both homeowners and entire neighborhoods.
California was the hardest hit state in the nation by the foreclosure crisis,
accounting for one in every five foreclosures in the country (The Wall Street
Wrecking Ball, 2011). Although Los Angeles city itself wasn’t affected as
immensely as the state as a whole, the crisis was still felt deeply in neighborhoods. As the demand for homes in the city increased prior to the crash, the
trend towards single-family subdivisions in Los Angeles increased, causing
numerous housing developments to crop up in the city with high concentrations of single-family homes in the San Fernando Valley1. When the housing bubble burst, the result was massive foreclosures across neighborhoods
including suburban subdivisions. Los Angeles was the hardest-hit in central
city regions; however, LA also had unusually high rates (20%) of foreclosures
in exurban areas as well (Immergluck, 2009, p. 410). These areas have been
experiencing rapidly declining property values since the housing market
crash, with declining neighborhood character following closely behind. The
effects of the foreclosure crisis thus was two-fold; the initial increase in lending led to an oversupply of single family homes and therefore the decrease
in demand of such housing after the crash was exacerbated by the additional
supply of housing stock. The crisis revealed the volatility of the housing market in Los Angeles and how neighborhoods were particularly vulnerable.

2.2 Historical Housing
Production Trends - The
Growth Machine &
Anti-Growth Regime

The production of housing in America has traditionally been the product of
development interests and consumer preference, both which have worked
hand in hand to create the image of the American Dream – the single-family,
detached, owner-occupied home. The result has been the growth of suburbs
across the country, which by 1990 contained more people and jobs than core
city and rural areas (Southworth & Owens, 1993). This section will briefly
outline the development of the suburban housing type across the nation and
in Los Angeles. Understanding the historical context of housing production
is critical in evaluating the impact of the foreclosure crisis on current housing
policy and production.
The suburban housing type that developed on the urban fringe of cities were
driven by large real estate interests and cemented through early city planning
policies, allowing for the adoption of policies like subdivision, zoning, and
engineering standards for streets and infrastructure. Along with the strong
consumer preference towards single-family detached homes, the result was
significant growth of homogenous, planned development (Southworth &
Owens, 1993).
LA developed no differently; the physical landscape of housing in Los
Angeles has been tied to real estate promotion from the city’s early origins,
with land and property speculation the main driver of housing development.
Rather than public agencies, it was “the efforts of private capital … that
truly built the city, and allowed for its expansion,” (Boone, 1998, p. 161) with
public policy supporting private investment. Ever since it’s early development
in the 1800s, the city’s growth has been heavily influenced by the promotion
and boosterism efforts by private entities. The city began to be advertised as
a healthy paradise, “punctuated by illustrations of the majestic natural scenery
against the products of human progress (Boone, 1998, p. 157).” During this
time period, land sales were motivated primarily for real estate speculation,
not for living. Thus, from the very beginning, profit making and land investments played a huge role in development of the city.
The evolution of Los Angeles from a railway city to the industrial city was
influenced heavily by real estate promotion, but it was not till the 1920s when
the concept of the community and “suburb” typology was developed as a marketing tool that contrasted to the older images of boom and bust towns in
the 1880s (Boone, 1998). This “boosterism” movement focused on selling the
notion of certain ideals associated with land such as the ‘American Dream’
and ‘Southern California sunshine (Boone, 1998).” This was also the time
when developers began constructing homes on lots rather than selling empty
land. As housing construction became integrated into development, the idea
of the neighborhood became more incorporated in the overall development
tactics, with developers catering to lifestyle characteristics and services. It was
precisely at that time that the birth of homogeneous subdivisions took place;
developers recognized it was easier to sell property if buyers would be living
with people like themselves. This profit maximization tactic resulted in a
housing typology characterized by “ticky-tacky” housing styles and neighborhoods of homogeneous populations (Davis, 1990).
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But it was not simply real estate development efforts that fostered this type

of development. Housing development policies often encouraged and worked
alongside these notions. For example, there was interest amongst planners
during the mid 1950s to curb rapid development and provide greater public
services. Unfortunately these efforts were thwarted due to the close relationships between the zoning board and developers where in many cases, zoning
designations were granted that maximized developers profits (Whittenmore,
2011). Not only did private entities exert great control of housing development in Los Angeles, but pursuing developer interests led to a skew towards
the single-family housing typology over more varied, multifamily developments.
The Anti-Growth Regime
Around the 1960s, local communities became increasingly involved in the
planning process, further cementing low density, homogeneous development.
Standards were developed to restrict the pace and extent of growth, which
pushed housing development further out into the urban fringe (Southworth
& Owens, 1993). Homeowner interests began to slowly move to the forefront of housing development in LA during 1970, when California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was established. Although not directly a housing development policy, CEQA required developers to undergo an evaluation
of every development as a way to mitigate negative impacts of developments
on natural and man-made resources. This shift in policy sparked the movement away from developer-driven control.
However, the real shift occurred when city planning officials began to align
themselves with the anti-growth notions of suburban homeowners, where
the idea of limiting and even restricting growth began to grow in popularity.
From the onset, homeowners in suburban neighborhoods have been averse to
any changes that can potentially decrease housing values. Mike Davis cites,
“Los Angeles homeowners, like the Sicilians in Prizzi’s Honor, love their
children, but they love their property more (Davis, 1990).” Strong slowgrowth movements have typically stemmed from affluent homeowners, who
have successfully implemented building restrictions and development moratoria against any housing that veered away from traditional development. In
1972, the LADCP conducted a study to decide how much of the city needed
to be down-zoned in order to limit growth in the city. Their final recommendations was to reduce the capacity of R1 zones by 35%, along with 33%
reduction in R3 zones and a 50% reduction in R4 & R5 zones. However, because zoning was not requiring to conform with the general plan, this extensive down zoning did not occur despite strong anti-growth support. While
support for anti-growth policies was strong, the actual down-zoning in the
city at this time was minimal because zoning was not required to conform to
the general plan.
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Once the Department of City Planning required that zoning conforms to the
general plan, a slew of policies and efforts allowed wide-spread down-zoning
to occur in Los Angeles. The Neighborhood Consistency Program and the
Neighborhood Protection Ordinance both limited the city’s population cap
allowing little room to grow. The Neighborhood Protection Ordinance, also
known as Proposition U, halved the allowable FAR for all uses in all areas

zoned for commercial and manufacturing uses. In 1990, a city ordinance also
mandated a “site-plan” review that slowed down development. The final result
was low-density development citywide, with growth occurring on the fringes of the city rather than within it. The single-family typology dominated,
sustained by homeowner efforts and guided by city policies.
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2.3 Current Direction of
Housing Production &
Policy in Los Angeles city

The recent shift in housing development policy is coming to terms with concerns of increased population, lack of affordable housing, and a sprawling city
that is heavily automobile dependent. The previous patterns of low-density
outward sprawl has created connectivity and accessibility issues that current
policy is looking to mediate through alternative patterns of growth.
More recent housing development has been concerned with stimulating
housing development with overall spatial planning and connectivity. In 2011,
a white paper was developed regarding transit-oriented city development as
an effort between the Department of City Planning, LA Metro, and several
other city offices. From the findings of this study, the Department of City
Planning began preparing TOD plans for many areas of the city that would
benefit from transit corridor planning, as well as identifying sites for housing
development and producing policies that encourage higher-density, affordable housing options. This strategy has been geared towards more active and
strategic planning, with greater concern for accessibility issues as well as
providing affordable housing for a growing population.
Under the same mindset, housing policies are also looking at introducing
alternative housing typologies within the city through infill development
and adaptive reuse policies. While both have been previously allowed under
zoning laws, amendments to existing policies are focusing on improving
and streamlining the process in order to stimulate this type of development.
Streamlining processes has gone hand-in-hand with the development of
newer and more novel housing development strategies, including both urban
infill and adaptive-reuse. In 2003, the City of Los Angeles adopted Residential Accessory Services (RAS) zones to encourage neighborhoods that mix
both residential and commercial uses. The legislation provides guidelines for
urban infill that standardize and expedite processing, which allows greater
ease in developing. Adaptive Reuse policies have existed in the city since
2001 for a downtown incentive zone, but since 2003 have expanded to other
incentive areas in central Los Angeles. More recently the Adaptive Reuse
policies have been streamlining procedures that make these new forms of
housing more attractive to developers. Not only do land use ordinances relax
certain zoning requirements on such projects, but also make the process itself
much more hassle-free.
Lastly, a city-wide ordinance in 2010 legalized accessory dwelling units
(ADU) in R1 zones across the city, providing the ability to increase density
on lots without changing the zoning. All three of these policies have provided alternative modes of developing housing in the city by providing additional flexibility within an existing development structure. As they have begun to
be implemented, the housing landscape in Los Angeles has had a greater mix
of housing typologies and neighborhood structures.
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Thus, there is already a growing momentum in changing the housing landscape in Los Angeles. As growing concerns regarding lack of connectivity
and decreased affordability amount, it is clear that housing development
cannot continue in the ways it has in the past. A lot of the policies incentivizing alternative modes of development to occur are beginning to come to
the forefront of planning but they are nevertheless slowly beginning to affect
the housing mix in the city.

Chapter 3: Literature Review
3.1 Defining Financial
Resiliency

W

ithin the framework of urban systems, “resilience implies the capacity
for renewal, regeneration, and reorganization when faced with disturbances
(Campanella & Gotham, 2010, p. 9).” The way in which neighborhoods react
and cope with disturbances helps to understand the nature of how they operate as a physical system as well as how communities operate as groups with a
sense of collective cohesion and identity. Not only does resilience mean that
neighborhoods are able to handle stress, but there is also an opportunity for
neighborhoods to move forward and rebuild. Areas that are resilient move
beyond returning to the status quo and instead have the capacity to “reinvent
themselves with new relationships that are more likely to support healthy
functioning housing markets (Chapple, Immergluck, & Swanstrom, 2008).”
In the context of neighborhoods responding to the foreclosure crisis, this
resiliency can be termed financial resiliency. Financial resiliency is defined
as a neighborhood’s response to downturns in the financial housing market.
Within this study, there are three potential outcomes for classifying financial
resiliency: (1) struggling neighborhoods that are becoming increasingly distressed, (2) stable neighborhoods that are maintaining their identity but not
necessarily thriving, and (3) growing neighborhoods that display the capacity
for transformation in the face of trauma.
Financial Resilience: Linking physical and social systems of neighborhoods
In their study examining how neighborhoods are conceptually understood,
Guest and Lee isolate three distinct definitions: neighborhoods as a physical
place, a social environment, and characterized through institutional identities
(Guest & Lee, 1984). The foreclosure crisis can be argued to have affected
the first two most directly as foreclosures caused changes in both the physical
environment as well as shifts in the social environment. Housing provides an
ideal lens for understanding and evaluating financial resiliency as housing is
both a built object that defines the physical environment of neighborhoods

Figure 3A: Defining
Financial Resiliency
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and also a unit of shelter that defines distinct demographic characteristics
of neighborhoods. Understanding the two environments, both as individual
entities and as an overlapping network, are critical to evaluating a neighborhood’s ability to be resilient in times of economic downturn.
Neighborhoods are a spatial entity, with a defined boundaries and built
physical characteristics including street networks, housing structures, and
overall urban design (Southworth & Owens, 1993). The intersection of these
characteristics define its built system and analyzing the housing stock of
neighborhoods provides insight into how neighborhoods function as a physical system, both under normal circumstances and in reaction to trauma. But
neighborhoods are also social environments where they are defined by demographics and sense of community and this understanding also factors into its
responsiveness to change. Neighborhoods traditionally have been viewed as a
“rather definite group of sentiments, which were the products of the intimate
personal relations among the members of the small isolated communities in
which society was formerly composed (Guest & Lee, 1984).” The link between the two is where financial resiliency lies; housing must be treated as a
physical object whose characteristics implicitly shape the social atmosphere,
and vice versa (Figure 3A).
Literature already suggests that there is a link between the built environment
of neighborhoods and resilience. In her seminal piece, The Death and Life of
Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs acknowledges there is an inherent relationship between neighborhood stability and the physical design of neighborhoods ( Jacobs, 1961). She links the design of her neighborhood, with its narrow, activated, and multi-use streets with neighborhood stability by arguing
that the social culture that results from this form provides an increased sense
of belonging and self-policing. In this sense, neighborhood stability is derived from the atmosphere of community within space, and the provision of
a common good – safety. This definition is echoed in the Traditional Neighborhood Design (TND) strategy, which also links neighborhood design with
a strengthened sense of community (Bothwell, Gindroz, & Lang, 2010).
Looking at the case of Diggs town public housing in Norfolk, VA, this study
highlighted that by using design to clearly delineate and activate the public
and private realm, overall neighborhood conditions can be improved. After
implementing TND strategies, the study concluded that increased social
interaction and greater sense of household identity improved overall neighborhood stability.
From the other end, the social qualities of neighborhoods also influence the
built environment. For example, the notion of the American Dream and its
distinct housing typology has influenced the physical environment in many
neighborhoods. This ideology directly has shaped the neighborhoods as housing has been developed in this manner to meet demand. However, the social
environment of neighborhoods has also pushed this form as NIMBYism
efforts have been fostered against higher density, mixed housing types (Duany, Plater-Zyberk, & Speck, The House that Sprawl Built, 2000).
14

Evaluating the Characteristics of Financial Resiliency

The foreclosure crisis highlights the tension between the two systems because
it derived from the imbalance of housing trying to function much more as a
commodity than as shelter. In particular, a great deal of the subprime lending practices leading up to the crash were geared towards households with
minimal homeownership opportunities under traditional lending practices,
leaving certain populations (and their corresponding neighborhoods) more
vulnerable (Kaplan & Sommers, 2009) than others. Especially so because
social characteristics of neighborhoods, including income levels and race/
ethnicity factored into the lending practices and mortgage interest rate levels
that impacted the level of foreclosures in the first place, understanding this
tension is critical to planning for more financially resiliency neighborhoods.
The financial crisis was very much also a housing crisis; the changes in society that have occurred since suggest that housing needs to respond to the
new demands and requirements of housing production and consumption. In
her study analyzing the social, environmental, and economic changes facing
society, Shelley Duff states that housing must be adept and become more
capable of meeting new demands of society (Duff, 2011). Housing must be
able to provide for the shifting demands in society, especially so if housing
consumption has also changed. Dan Immergluck points out that policy-makers should be aware in the shifts that will occur in housing markets after the
foreclosure crisis (Immergluck, 2009). Because of the current structure of
the housing market, it can be expected households who can no longer afford
to own homes are requiring different housing types to accommodate them.
The movement towards smaller homes or more households choosing to rent
requires future housing to be sensitive to these demands.
Both the social and built systems of neighborhoods must be taken into account when evaluating financial resiliency of neighborhoods. Certain physical characteristics of housing may be more or less sensitive to trauma than
others, and certain demographic and community characteristics may result
in different responses to trauma. In order to plan for housing that will function as the foundation of a more resilient neighborhood, the characteristics
of existing housing in neighborhoods that have already faced trauma need to
be evaluated. This study will test ten characteristics of neighborhoods: tenure,
property value, gross rent, size (number of rooms and number of bedrooms),
age, units in structure, neighborhood density, race & ethnicity, and median
household income. It will also develop a ‘housing-type diversity index’ to test
whether greater diversity in housing type appears in more resilient neighborhoods.
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3.2 Measuring Financial
Resiliency

The built and social environments of neighborhoods are what define financial resiliency, but how this can be evaluated is determined by a neighborhoods response to trauma. When increased levels of foreclosures occurred in
neighborhoods, the disruption led to a series of negative spillover effects that
are only recently becoming fully realized. These secondary ripple effects are
central in the discussion when determining how to plan for better neighborhoods. They can provide a measure of how financially resilient a neighborhood is, and therefore, the metrics of these spillover effects must be understood and defined. Increased concentrations of foreclosures led to an influx of
vacant and abandoned properties, lowering neighboring property values, increasing neighborhood blight and crime, and potentially encourage crowding
within households. These variables provide a way to evaluate a neighborhoods
resiliency in terms of the foreclosure crisis and provide a starting point for
understanding the reasons for their differing reactions. This study evaluated
three variables as a function of neighborhood resiliency: increased vacancies,
decreased property values, and increases in occupants per room.
Neighborhoods that experienced high levels of foreclosures after the crises
often experience high levels of vacant and abandoned properties (Immergluck, 2009; Li & Morrow-Jones, 2010; Schuetz, Been, & Ellen, 2008). This
is especially the case if vacant properties are located in neighborhoods that
are not attractive to prospective new home buyers or investors (Li & Morrow-Jones, 2010). In neighborhoods that do experience lingering vacancies,
the effect is often that of creating blight where abandoned properties become
subject to disrepair. This in turn can add to the “physical disorder” in communities that lead to increased levels of crime and further disinvestment (Immergluck, Foreclosed, 2009, pg.149).
Following close behind is the decrease of neighboring property values in
neighborhoods with high concentrations of foreclosures (Biswas, 2012;
Frame, 2010;Immergluck, 2009; Schuetz, Been, & Ellen, 2008). Concentrated areas of foreclosed properties have been tied declining the value of
properties within nearby proximity, and thus creating instability within the
housing market in these areas. As neighborhoods experience concentrated
levels of foreclosures, not only do the individual properties themselves suffer
but there are spillover effects of declining property values within the entire
neighborhood (Schuetz, Been, & Ellen, 2008). In their study of foreclosures
in New York State, areas with higher densities tended to have a smaller scale
of spillover effects within their neighborhood (Schuetz, Been, & Ellen, 2008),
suggesting that there are relationships between neighborhood makeup and
the effects of foreclosures.
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There is also evidence that may point to increased crowding, or increased occupants per room, in neighborhoods that have undergone extensive foreclosures. Foreclosed residents who are displaced often struggle with re-housing
themselves and turn to housing options that contrast to their original housing situations (Vidmar, 2008). While not as strong as the correlation between
foreclosures and vacancies or lower property values, anecdotal evidence
suggests that ex-homeowners who have lost their properties may find shelter
in the homes of friends or family as an alternative to homelessness (Martin,
2010). Especially in lower-income neighborhoods, this behavior results in

more people living within the same housing unit and reflects negatively on
neighborhood resiliency.
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3.3 Fostering Financial
Resiliency in
Neighborhoods through
Housing Policies

In examining how housing policy can aid neighborhoods to become more
financially resilient, there has already been discussion of housing development based strategies that respond to the foreclosure crisis. Physical planning
interventions such allowing the construction of accessory dwelling units
(ADU’s) or promoting adaptive reuse of buildings for live/work units modify
the housing make-up in neighborhoods and may be potential solutions for
providing greater financial resiliency when compared to traditional housing production. Both of these strategies have the underlying assumption of
increasing the diversity of housing stock in a neighborhood through accommodating additional uses or increasing flexibility of existing housing units.
While these physical planning tools have slowly begun to be integrated into
aspects of planning policies in Los Angeles as well as across the country, they
have not been studied through the lens of providing financial resiliency.
Increasing the diversity of an urban system has been suggested as a potential for providing resiliency, “diversity represents a mix of assets and builds
functional redundancy to enhance the capacity of a system to face economic
and environmental shocks (Campanella & Gotham, 2010, p. 13).” The New
Urbanism movement builds upon this theory, suggesting that providing a mix
of uses in the neighborhood, along with multiple housing typologies contributes to overall accessibility within neighborhoods and greater neighborhood
stability (Duany & Plater-Zyberk, 1994). Diversity allows neighborhoods to
have the capacity that allows upward social mobility (Duany, Plater-Zyberk,
& Speck, 2000). Rather, by providing a mix of housing typologies within a
single neighborhood, communities can develop greater resiliency as community structure is less affected by population shifts. As socioeconomic conditions for families change, households can move within their neighborhood as
oppose to between neighborhoods. Other examples include a piece by Peter
Calthorpe and William Fulton in which diversity is essential to neighborhood stability (Calthorpe & Fulton, 2007). Providing a mix of housing types
in particular have profound implications on neighborhood effects, in which
“inclusive neighborhoods that broaden the economic range, expand the mix
of age and household types, and open the door to racial integration are feasible and desirable (Calthorpe & Fulton, 2007, p. 346).”
Along the lines of New Urbanism and Smart Growth, providing a mix of
uses within a neighborhood also factor into a more dynamic, adaptable environment (Duany & Plater-Zyberk, 1994). A prominent example of a mixeduse urban infill project in Los Angeles is Playa Vista, a designed mixed-use
community that began development in 2001 (Porter, Blakely, & Kalamaros,
2003). The project is being developed by various builders and provides a
diversity of low and moderate income housing, opportunities for both renting
and owning, along with retail, commercial, and public spaces. This solution
has the implication of not only creating a more intimate neighborhood but
also the relationships between the uses that can contribute to resiliency.
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Accessory Dwelling Units
Accessory Dwelling Units, or ADU’s can be defined as, “a completely independent living facility with separate cooking, eating, sleeping, and sanitation
facilities that is either in or added to an existing dwelling or in a separate
accessory structure on the same lot as an existing dwelling (Duff, 2011, p.

33).” Because they introduce flexibility into traditional housing types, there is
already a small body of literature that has studied ADU’s as a housing strategy after the foreclosure crisis. Duff remarks that ADU’s have the potential
to offset some of the financial burden of homeowners as well as produce
affordable rental units within neighborhoods that have high costs of living.
In addition, they provide greater flexibility within existing housing stock by
allowing property owners to adjust their housing to meet the demands of
aging, multi-generational housing, and reduced use of natural resources.
Within Los Angeles city, ADU’s have been studied as a way to provide an
incremental development of density within the existing framework of mainly detached, single-family neighborhoods (Cuff & Dahl, 2010). Looking at
the Pacoima neighborhood located in the San Fernando Valley, CityLab at
UCLA analyzed the potential to modify existing housing lots with secondary
structures that can provide an important source of affordable rental units as
well as a more walkable neighborhood. Pacoima, of which 80% of its 22,000
housing units are single-family, has unusually long 10,000 sq ft R1 zoned lots
that were already being built over with illegal secondary units (Cuff & Dahl,
2010). The study advocated infill development within small unconventional
sites as a way to maintain the single-family housing landscape but increase
densities in a flexible, ad-hoc manner. This type of intervention was shown
to be successful within the community as well, with support from residents
and local planning boards. In addition to looking at Pacoima, CityLab also
saw potential for other sites in Los Angeles, citing how “backyard homes”
can provide greater neighborhood stability within the existing neighborhood
context (Cuff, Higgins, & Dahl, Backyard Homes L.A. , 2010).
Emergence of Live/Work Units: Los Angeles City Adaptive Reuse Ordinance
Live/work units merge increasing flexibility within housing stock and also
mixing uses within a neighborhood. From February of 2006, the City of Los
Angeles devised an Adaptive Reuse Ordinance program that assembled all
of the regulations adopted in LA that encourage adaptive reuse in order to
provide a more streamlined developer process. The program for adaptive reuse
in the city allows for the conversion of existing buildings into new residential uses, including apartments, condos, live/work units, and hotels. Since the
initial adoption of the ordinance in 1999, over 6,500 residential units were
completed by 2006, mainly within the Downtown area. 950 of these units
have been designated live/work lofts. Due to the success of the program
in Downtown areas, the city expanded the program in 2003 to other parts
of the city including Hollywood, Mid-Wilshire, Koreatown, Chinatown,
Lincoln Heights, and Central Avenue. The program provides incentives to
developers within these selected areas to build live/work and other residential units. The standard for live/work units under the program is a minimum
square footage of 450 with a minimum of 750 sq ft average of all residential
spaces within a building.
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Chapter 4: Research design
4.1 Los Angeles Case
Study & Research Design
Overview

This study employs a single-case study of Los Angeles city as a way to better
understand the disparities neighborhood stability after the foreclosure crisis.
The case-study research design provides a research strategy that “attempts
to examine (a) contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context, especially
when (b) the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident (Yin, 1981, p. 59).” This methodology not only provides a mechanism
that allows specific variables of housing to be studied, but it also allows the
possibility to evaluate policies that will directly influence the future direction
of housing.
The research design involves analysis at three different levels – (1) quantitative spatial analysis that utilizes HUD foreclosure data and ACS Census
estimates to reveal trends in housing characteristics amongst various neighborhoods, (2) qualitative interview analysis that examines the how community forces factor into neighborhood resiliency, and (3) a detailed observational
analysis the physical qualities of housing and neighborhoods using Google
Earth imagery.
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4.2 Multi-Method Approach - Quantitative &
Qualitative Analysis

This study is comprised of three parts that together develop an understanding
of how the physical and social environments of neighborhoods affect financial
resiliency. This methodology serves to provide a narrative of different types of
neighborhoods with respect to how they responded to the foreclosure crisis,
using three neighborhood classifications to understand how current physical
planning housing policies in Los Angeles city can be utilized to provide greater financial resiliency.
(1) Quantitative Spatial Analysis
A spatial analysis was performed using GIS to first understand what
neighborhoods – represented by census tracts – were the most affected by
the foreclosure crisis in LA using HUD local-level foreclosure data. The
neighborhoods with the highest rates of foreclosure were then classified
based on their resiliency to the foreclosure crisis through a raster-based
analysis. Resiliency is measured as a function of the change in vacancy rate,
change in property values (for occupied-housing units), and change in occupants per room for the period between 2009-2011 using ACS estimates.
Various physical and social housing attributes were then studied in each
neighborhood classification: tenure, property value, gross rent, size, age,
units in structure, neighborhood density, race & ethnicity, median income,
and a housing-type diversity index2. The diversity index represents the mix
of housing types – based on units in structure – as a proportional index
that measures perfect diversity as uniform distribution amongst all categories (Byrne & Flaherty, 2004). This data was then summarized for each
group in a table.
(2) Qualitative Interview Analysis
The second component of the study delves deeper into understanding the
response of neighborhoods to increased foreclosures as well as the role of
community forces within neighborhoods in the aftermath of the foreclosure crisis. Members of Neighborhood Councils that had at least one high
foreclosure-rate tract were contacted for an interview regarding the effect
of the foreclosure crisis and the current state of their jurisdictional area. In
addition, Neighborhood Council Areas that had a unique mix of housing
were also contacted to get a sense of different neighborhood types.
(3) In-Depth Study: Watts NC & Growing Neighborhoods

2. Formulas for each variable are
in Appendix A
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To get a better sense of the physical nature of housing in each type of
neighborhood class, Google Earth aerial and street-level imagery was
used to develop a descriptive catalog of housing attributes for the Watts
Neighborhood Council Area and several tracts identified as growing. This
in depth-study is meant to provide a better understanding of what neighborhoods in each classification look like and their social characteristics.
Watts Neighborhood Council Area was chosen because not only did it
have tracts in all three categories of resiliency but also had corresponding
interview data.

4.3 Limitations/ Study
Constraints

There are three main types of limitations in this study – data coverage, data
timeliness, and data accuracy. For all three parts of the analysis, there were
limitations in obtaining data that provided the necessary information in appropriate time periods that was also credible.
For the quantitative spatial analysis portion of the study, both the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) local-level foreclosure
dataset and the US Census Bureau American Community Survey (ACS)
dataset provided constraints to the overall study. Firstly, HUD data was not
given for all tracts in Los Angeles city which reduced the sample size of
neighborhoods that were studied. Second, the HUD dataset represents foreclosure estimates not actual counts. While the methodology HUD utilized
for calculating foreclosure counts tested highly for accuracy against other
datasets, the data still represents an estimate. The ACS dataset for estimates
in vacancies, property values, and occupants per room were used to classify
neighborhoods based on financial resiliency, which again is subject to errors.
In addition, property values are only available from the census in the universe of occupied housing; therefore the results for neighborhoods with high
renter-occupied housing may be skewed. The other hurdle was determining
a relevant period to test these changes from the limited selection of years the
dataset was available at the census tract level. The period between 2009 and
2011 was used to calculate change, when ideally the period of 2008 and 2011
would have been used given the HUD foreclosure data was for 2007-2008.
For the qualitative interview analysis, data from all selected Neighborhood
Councils was not able to be obtained as several did not respond or wish
to participate in the study. There is an inherent bias in the Neighborhood
Councils that chose to respond; often those that felt that foreclosures was a
top issue in the community were more eager to participate in the study. Also,
Neighborhood Councils have a large physical area spanning several if not
many census tracts. This means that there may be census tracts within the
same jurisdictional boundary of a Neighborhood Council that had different
financial resiliency responses.
Lastly, this study utilizes a very specific definition of what financial resiliency
in neighborhoods looks like and the metric that is used to define this. This
metric was developed from studying literature that had already observed and
tested various spillover effects from the foreclosure crisis. Given a different
interpretation of these spillover effects, neighborhoods may have been classified differently resulting in potentially very different conclusions. In addition,
Los Angeles city has a large amount of subsidized housing (public housing
developments, Section 8 housing, etc) that may skew the resiliency classifications because their values are not directly related to housing affordability.
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Chapter 5: Analyzing Housing Trends in Los Angeles City
5.1 Foreclosure
Distribution Across the
City

3. For full methodology regarding
the collection of HUD local-level
foreclosure data: http://www.
huduser.org/portal/datasets/
nsp_foreclosure_data.html
4. HUD given rate = % of foreclosure starts over the past 18
months (January 2007 – June
2008)/ total number of mortgages made between 2004-2006
based on HMDA data & ACS
2006
5. Calculated Rate = % of foreclosure starts over the past 18
months (January 2007 – June
2008)/ total number of households based on 2000 Census
Data
6.The standard deviation was
used because both datasets
vary widely in their mean,
median, and central tendency,
and therefore allowed a better
comparison.
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T

he first step of the analysis was to determine what areas were most
affected by foreclosures. Using census tracts as representative of neighborhood areas, foreclosure rates were mapped by census tract across the city using
two methods, both of which utilized HUD local level foreclosure data that
estimated the total number of foreclosure starts between January 2007 and
June 20083. The first method utilizes the HUD given definition of foreclosure
rate which compares the ratio of foreclosure starts over the total number of
mortgages made within the study time period. This formula is expressed as
the total number of foreclosure starts over the total number of mortgages,
multiplied by 1004. The HUD foreclosure rate expresses high foreclosure
rates as a percentage of total mortgages, which has both temporal and lending implications but does not necessarily express how a neighborhood experienced the overall effects of foreclosures. Rather, understanding the number
of foreclosures over the total number of housing in a neighborhood yields
a better sense of how the physical nature of neighborhoods experienced the
spillover effects of foreclosures. Therefore a second definition of foreclosure
rate was calculated as the total number of foreclosures starts divided by the
number of housing units, multiplied by 1005.
Figure 5A depicts foreclosure rates across Los Angeles city, classified by
their standard deviation from the average foreclosure rate. For both methods,
high-foreclosure tracts were defined as those that had greater than a 1.2 standard distribution from the mean. This method was used because it (a) defines
‘high’ foreclosures as a relative measure of the mean foreclosure rates in the
city as a way to identify the most affected areas and (b) uses a consistent
classification system for both methods of foreclosure rate calculations6. Using
the HUD definition for foreclosure rate, a total of 61 census tracts were
identified as high-foreclosure tracts with foreclosure rates greater than 9.77%.
The average foreclosure rate (mean) for all high foreclosure census tracts
was 10.7%. Spatially, these tracts were distributed mainly in the Central and
South Central areas of LA. There was also a small distribution of high-foreclosure tracts in the eastern part of the South Valley.
For the calculated definition, a total of 81 tracts were identified as high-foreclosure tracts, with foreclosure rates greater than 5.56%. The average foreclosure rate (mean) for all high foreclosure census tracts was 7.38%. There was a
greater spatial distribution of high-foreclosure tracts under this method, with
tracts identified both in the North Valley and South Valley areas, as well as
South Central LA.
In comparing the tracts identified by both methods, there are distinct spatial patterns that emerge from the tracts that were identified using each
method. While there is some overlap between the two methods, especially
in the South Central LA regions, there are also obvious differences, where
some high-foreclosure tracts identified using the HUD definition have very
low foreclosure rates using the calculated method. Thus, there is spatially a
difference in areas that had high foreclosures as an overall ratio of mortgag-

es versus those that simply had high ratios of foreclosures to total housing
units. Areas that had high percentages of properties that were foreclosed may
not necessarily been the result of mortgages made during the specified time
period.

Figure 5A: Foreclosure
Distribution across Los
Angeles City, HUD &
Calculated Method
Method 1: HUD

Method 2: Calculated percentage

Source: US Census Bureau 2010 Census Tract Boundaries; HUD local-level foreclosure data; DCP Neighborhood Council Boundaries
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5.2 Financial Resiliency
Classifications

Using the identified high-foreclosure tracts, a decision analysis was performed using GIS to classify each tract by its response to high foreclosure
rates7. This response, or reaction to the increased foreclosure rates, characterizes the neighborhood’s financial resiliency in times of economic crises. To
evaluate financial resiliency, each tract was evaluated based upon its response
to three metrics between 20098 and 2011 – (1) change in vacancy rate, (2)
% change in median Home value, and (3) % change in Occupants per room
(Figure 5B). As per the literature review, the percentage change in home value was given the greatest weight (50%), with change in vacancy rate slightly
less important (40%), and the percentage change in occupants per room the
least weight (10%) as the correlation is less clear. The final outcomes of the
decision analysis categorized the resiliency of neighborhoods into three different outcomes: distress, stability, and growth.

Figure 5B: Neighborhood
Resiliency
Categorizations

7. The complete decision analysis methodology is outlined in
Appendix A
8. 2009 & 2011 ACS data was
used to compute the three
metrics used in classifying
neighborhood stability. 2009 was
the closest dataset available to
represent the time of foreclosure
data collection that presented
data at the census tract level.
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Figure 5C depicts the selected high-foreclosure tracts with their neighborhood classifications. Using the HUD definition of high-foreclosure tracts,
there were a total of 20 tracts classified as distressed (53%), 12 classified
as stable (32%), 3 classified as growing (11%), and 3 with incomplete data
(11%). Using the calculated definition of high-foreclosure tracts, 44 tracts
were classified as distressed (54.3%), 35 classified as stable (43.2%), 1 classified as growing (1.2%), and 1 with incomplete data (1.2%). Tracts that had
incomplete data were reclassified into a fourth grouping. These tracts did not
have data for property values, due to no owner-occupied housing in the tract,
and as such, the resiliency classification could not be completed. Data for
such tracts are presented separately.

Figure 5C: Neighborhood Resiliency
Classifications for
High Foreclosure
Tracts
Method 1: HUD

Method 2: Calculated percentage

Source: US Census Bureau 2010 Census Tract Boundaries; HUD local-level Foreclosure Data; 2009 & 2011 ACS Data
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5.3 Comparing Housing
Characteristics Across
Financial Resiliency
Classifications

Each of the three financial resiliency classes represents different responses to
the high concentrations of foreclosures. Studying the attributes of housing
within each of these classes, both from social and physical perspectives, provides the starting point for understanding the relationships between housing
and financial resiliency.
Table 5A displays the final output of a raster-based spatial analysis that summarizes the statistics for each variable evaluated under the three neighborhood
classes. Both the physical attributes of housing (ex. age, units in structure, etc.)
and the social attributes of housing (tenure, race, median household income,
etc) were studied. In addition, a housing-type diversity index was computed as
a measure of the mixture of housing types by units in structure. The formulas
for each calculation, as well as the diversity index, appear in Appendix B. All
data is from the 2010 Census. The full list of housing characteristics for all
census tracts in this study is present in Appendix C.
There are several main trends that emerge from analyzing the quantitative
data. First, there are significantly more ‘distressed’ and ‘stable’ neighborhoods
than ‘growing’ ones. Despite the five or so years since the foreclosure data was
collected, only seven out of 112 (unique) high foreclosure tracts were able to
move away from the initial shock of increased concentrations of foreclosures.
Second, tracts that were identified using the Calculated method were quite
different in all resiliency categorizations than those using the HUD definition
– they had higher percentages of single-family homes, lower housing type diversity, larger homes, higher property values and rents, higher median household income levels, and greater percentages of white population. Third, while
it was hard to distinguish differences between the housing stock in ‘distressed’
and ‘stable’ neighborhoods, ‘growing’ neighborhoods were distinctly different –
both in terms of the types of housing and their social characteristics.
(1) Growing neighborhoods are overwhelmingly renter-occupied.
For both sets of tracts, ‘distressed’ and ‘stable’ neighborhoods overwhelmingly had greater ownership rates when compared to ‘growing’ neighborhoods.
However, HUD high foreclosure tracts had a greater mix of tenure than
calculated high foreclosure tracts, with a majority of renters in all categories.
Distressed neighborhoods had a mean of 33% ownership and 67% renters
for HUD high foreclosure tracts while distressed neighborhoods in calculated high foreclosure tracts had a mix of 61% owner occupied and 39% renter
occupied housing. The data revealed similar trends for stable neighborhoods.
Growing neighborhoods on the other hand displayed distinctly different tenure trends for both sets of data. The mean percentage owner-occupied housing
and renter-occupied housing for growing neighborhoods in HUD tracts was
only 17% owner and 83% renters. For the calculated high foreclosure tracts,
this was 45% owner-occupied housing and 55% renter-occupied housing.
Hence there seems to be a trend towards greater renter-occupied housing
in resilient neighborhoods, but it is still uncertain whether renter-occupied
housing is critical to resiliency. However, becaus neighborhoods identified as
growing still experienced high levels of foreclosures to begin with, this finding
is relevant when considering future options for housing production.
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(2) Growing neighborhoods have lower renter costs.
Growing neighborhoods had quite a wide range of median property values
but overall had lower gross cash rents than their distressed and stable counterparts. In the case of calculated high foreclosure tracts, the mean gross rent
in distressed tracts was $1,221 and $1,304 for stable tracts. Growing tracts
Table 5A: Housing ‘Typology’ Characteristics in High
Foreclosure Tracts, by Financial Resiliency Classification
5B.1 High Foreclosure Tracts = census tracts greater than 1.2 SD of Calculated foreclosure rate (Total = 81Tracts)

Source: US Census Bureau, 2010 American Community Survey 5-year estimates; Density index ranges from 0 -0.33, with 0 being
perfectly diverse and 0.33 having no diversity.
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on the other hand had slightly lower monthly rents, at $1,007. In the case of
HUD high foreclosure tracts, mean cash rent was $791 compared to $951 for
stable tracts and $1,018 for distressed. When comparing the two datasets, the
areas that were identified using the HUD foreclosure rate reveal that foreclosures occurring from high risk mortgages were located in areas that were
overall, cheaper to rent housing in. For example, the mean rent for growing
neighborhoods in HUD high foreclosure tracts is quite similar to the mean
rent in the single calculated high foreclosure tract.

5B.2 High Foreclosure Tracts = census tracts greater than 1.2 SD of HUD given foreclosure rate (Total = 61 Tracts)

Source: US Census Bureau, 2010 American Community Survey 5-year estimates; Density index ranges from 0 -0.33, with 0 being
perfectly diverse and 0.33 having no diversity.
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(3) Housing units are smaller in growing neighborhoods. Older and newer
structures are not tied to a particular resiliency classification.
Pertaining to housing size, growing neighborhoods have smaller housing
units, both in the number of overall rooms and number of bedrooms. Again,
the size of housing units is remarkable for both definitions of high foreclosure tracts, with a mean of 3.24 rooms and 1.45 bedrooms for growing HUD
high foreclosure tracts and 2.19 rooms and 4.35 bedrooms for the calculated
high foreclosure tract. Trends in age of housing structure is not as clear; from

5B.2 High Foreclosure Tracts = census tracts greater than 1.2 SD of HUD given foreclosure rate (Total = 61 Tracts)

Source: US Census Bureau, 2010 American Community Survey 5-year estimates; Density index ranges from 0 -0.33, with 0 being
perfectly diverse and 0.33 having no diversity.
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this preliminary study it cannot be concluded if newer housing development
is more or less resilient to the shocks of the financial crisis. However, in at
least the case of HUD high foreclosure tracts, it seems as if growing neighborhoods have older housing stock.
(4) Growing neighborhoods have smaller percentages of single-family housing.
The type of housing, defined by the number of housing units per structure,
does reveal a clearer trend amongst the different classifications of neighborhood resiliency. Single-family detached homes are the prevalent housing type
in distressed neighborhoods. This is regardless of the way high foreclosure
tracts are defined. HUD high foreclosure tracts in all classifications have a
smaller mean percentage of single-family housing when compared to calculated high foreclosure tracts (48% versus 73% for distressed neighborhoods
respectively). However when distressed neighborhoods are compared to other
classifications within the same set of high foreclosure tracts, there is a distinct trend that emerges – more resilient neighborhoods have smaller mean
percentages of single-family homes. This is complemented by the trend in
percentages of all other housing types – stable and growing neighborhoods
have a greater percentage of multi-family housing units. Again, this is consistent amongst both data sets, with growing neighborhoods looking similar in
terms of their percentages of single-family housing versus percentages of other housing types. For calculated high foreclosure tracts the mean percentage
of single-family detached homes in growing tracts is 60% and other housing
types 40%. This trend is similar to growing neighborhoods in the HUD high
foreclosure tracts, with a mean percentage of single-family at 25% and percentage of other housing types 75%. Examining the statistics for all growing
neighborhoods, no growing neighborhood has greater than 60% single-family compared to up to 100% in some distressed and stable tracts.
(5) Growing neighborhoods are more diverse with respect to housing type.
The diversity index represents how mixed the types of housing in a census
tract are, based upon the standard deviation from a perfectly proportional
mix of housing types in a census tract (Appendix B). The range of the diversity index is between 0 – 0.33, with 0 being perfectly diverse and 0.33
being the least diverse (only one housing type). From the quantitative output,
HUD high foreclosure tracts are overall more diverse than calculated high
foreclosure tracts. This makes sense because spatially, HUD high foreclosure
tracts are mostly located in the central areas of Los Angeles where there
already exists a wider range of housing types. The calculated high foreclosure tracts on the other hand are mostly located in the San Fernando Valley
which has more suburban-style development to begin with. Despite these
spatial trends, growing neighborhoods again stand out from their distressed
and stable counterparts. There is higher diversity in growing neighborhoods
within calculated high foreclosure tracts (0.1892) versus distressed neighborhoods (0.2363). This is also the case for HUD high foreclosure tracts, but
the difference is less remarkable (0.1392 versus 0.1517). When compared to
percentages of single-family homes, the lower diversity scores in HUD tracts
can also be explained by the higher percentages of multi-family homes.
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(6) Growing neighborhoods tend to have higher densities of housing.
Growing neighborhoods also have a higher density of housing than their
distressed and stable counterparts. In HUD high foreclosure tracts, growing
tracts were quite dense (3,882 sq ft per housing unit) versus distressed and
stable tracts (5,642 and 5,558 respectively). This trend was similar for calculated high foreclosure tracts, with 6,147sq ft per housing unit for growing
tracts and 9,249 and 11,665 for distressed and stable tracts, respectively. The
range of density is also much less for growing neighborhoods, suggesting that
there is greater variation for distressed and stable neighborhoods but growing
neighborhoods tend to be denser overall. Interestingly, stable tracts seemed to
overall be the least dense for both datasets.
(7) Median Household Income is lower in Growing Neighborhoods. Race/Ethnicity mix does not seem to be clearly tied to a resiliency classification.
HUD high foreclosure tracts overall had lower median household income
than the calculated high foreclosure tracts given their spatial distribution.
However, growing tracts in both datasets revealed lower median household
income than their distressed and stable counterparts. In addition, there was a
greater range of incomes for calculated tracts than HUD tracts. In the HUD
growing tracts, the mean was only $24,165 compared to $27,998 for stable
and $29,840 for distressed tracts. In the case of the calculated growing tract,
the median household income was $35,167 compared to $57,748 for stable
and $48,658 for distressed. This suggests that lower income areas (Central
City) were more affected by foreclosures as a byproduct of high-risk mortgages. In terms of race, there does not seem to be a distinction amongst the
different classes. Most had significant percentages of Hispanic population
and similar mixes of other races. However, calculated tracts had slightly
higher percentages of white population overall and distressed tracts also had
significant percentages of black population. Within growing tracts, there
tended to be greater percentages of minority populations.
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Chapter 6: Analyzing Effects of Foreclosures on Neighborhoods
6.1 Interviews with
Neighborhood Council
Members

9. Full Interview Methodology
and supporting documents in
Appendix D

T

he quantitative analysis reveals certain housing characteristics that are
more prevalent in growing neighborhoods, particularly a diversity of housing
types and high levels of renter-occupied housing. However it is also important to understand the social environment of neighborhoods before making
policy recommendations for future housing production. Each neighborhood
has a unique combination of demographic and physical characteristics that
together contributed to how they reacted to the foreclosure crisis. In order to
understand the complexity of these issues, interviews were conducted with
Neighborhood Council (NC) members of Neighborhood Council Areas that
had at least one high foreclosure tract or had a particularly unique mix of
housing as recommended by other NC’s9. Ten NC’s participated in the study,
revealing a breadth of issues that must be taken into consideration before
initiating housing policies (Table 6A & Figure 6A).
Generally, there are two categories in which neighborhoods fall: (1) communities that have strong anti-growth/anti-change presence and (2) those that
lack resources to induce change. Housing policies that aim to guide future
housing production must be aware of these community forces to better understand how to foster their success.

Table 6A: Interviewed
Neighborhood Councils
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Source: Los Angeles Times Mapping LA

Figure 6A: Spatial
Distribution of Interviewed Neighborhood
Councils
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6.2 Synthesizing Key
Neighborhood Issues:
Community Forces

Through interviews with various Neighborhood Councils, seven key issues
emerged that have implications on future housing policy.
(1) Communities with different socioeconomic classes view foreclosures through
different lenses.
As is the way the foreclosure crisis is viewed in literature and in policy, there
are two primary lenses in which communities viewed the effects of increased
concentrations of foreclosures – as an economic problem or as a social problem. Communities with higher median incomes tend to view the foreclosure
crisis primarily through the lens of the former rather than the latter. Rather,
when describing how the foreclosure crisis affected a community, NC representatives from such areas would express the community’s concern for lowering property values over physical or social affects. For example, NC representatives from two higher-income communities of Silver Lake and North Hills
West both highlighted that the major concerns related to foreclosure in their
communities was how drastically property values have declined. This perspective was emphasized by the ways the community responded to the issue; in
the case of Silver Lake community presence in the NC was highly dependent
on the type of concern raised and foreclosures did not spark the interest of
residents. This is in contrast to areas with much lower median incomes such
as South Central, where the foreclosure crisis was problematized for both
its physical and social transformations in the community. Property values or
homeowner interests were not central to the problem but rather issues on
how to maintain security and provide shelter for foreclosed residents. These
fundamental differences have implications for housing policy because communities that do not see the concern as a neighborhood problem will have
more difficulty in adopting policies that will improve the overall interest of
the neighborhood.
(2) Solutions to increased concentrations of foreclosures are related to the lens in
which communities view the foreclosure crisis.
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The perspective in which communities viewed crises also affected the ways in
which they attempted to mitigate increased concentrations of foreclosures.
Those that viewed the problem as primarily an economic one (West Hills,
Silver Lake, Sunland/Tujunga, North Hills West) indicated that solutions
at the NC level, if any, were to prevent foreclosures (performing short sales
or working with lenders to offer loan modification) rather than mitigation
or relief. The Sunland/Tujunga NC in particular indirectly provided aid by
using the NC as a platform for providing resources - in this case, a board
member who worked in real estate offered to help residents who were struggling with foreclosure issues. This service was offered at monthly meetings for
any residents who were interested. This type of solution – one that provided
homeowners assistance during the foreclosure process – was all but absent
from communities like Watts and South Central. Here, despite the need for
greater financial assistance such as that offered in Sunland/Tujunga, there
was minimal to nonexistent support for lending practices and renters rights.
Rather, efforts were mostly centered on how to retain the neighborhood
character/quality in the aftermath of the foreclosure crisis. Communities
such as North Hills East and North Hollywood Northeast did have some

community efforts to actively maintain and preserve the physical quality of
their neighborhoods. In the case of South Central, there was even an active
effort from a NC Board Member to provide free legal assistance to community members who were struggling with the foreclosure issue. Rather than to
offer solutions to struggling homeowners, these efforts were aimed to help
renting residents whose rights were being abused by landlords in the process
of foreclosure.
(3) Community presence can be as much of a hindrance as it is an aid to developing financial resiliency through housing policy.
Certain communities that were interviewed were actively against increasing
densities or changing their neighborhood housing landscapes. West Hills for
example is a primarily single-family home community that has actively been
against increasing densities from the initiation of its NC. There is a strong
NIMBYism presence that still exists within the community and a popular
desire against higher densities or alternative housing types. There is also a
strong preservation effort in North Hills West, where preserving the classic
one-story ranch home is an important part of residents desires. In such cases
it would seem that attempting to introduce ADU’s or allow for a greater mix
of uses would confront serious community opposition.
(4) Distress in a community after high levels of foreclosures does not imply
physical deterioration.
The term ‘distressed’ does not necessarily manifest itself into physical blight.
Communities may not appear to be struggling externally but they still may be
experiencing internal struggles. The reason for this is that resiliency by definition of this study is not tangible. The parameters for classifying distressed
areas derive from shifts of financial and physical housing attributes (i.e.
vacancies, property values, crowding) and not from physical detriment. In fact
three of the six communities studied that had at least one distressed census
tract were not the ones that experienced the most physical deterioration or
the greatest deal of physical neighborhood change per se. Rather, these conditions may reveal a shift in housing consumption since the foreclosure crisis
if these areas are becoming more vacant,increasingly crowded housing sizes,
and declining property values despite physical neighborhood maintenance. It
is also interesting that all three of the communities that did not experience
physical deterioration also had higher median incomes and large percentages
of single-family homes. If such neighborhoods are not attracting residents
the same way they were prior to the crash, then housing policy that does
develop different types of housing is relevant in the discussion towards providing greater financial resiliency. Policies such as allowing ADU’s on existing
lots or providing a greater mix of housing types through adaptive reuse may
provide ways to take ‘outdated’ housing stock and transform them to better
suit the current housing needs.
(5) Financial resiliency must take into account the type of populations that it is
adapting for.
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The populations that are buying foreclosed properties are not always of a

similar socioeconomic background as those who left. Many foreclosed properties in Boyle Heights were purchased by investors or residents from outside
the state. As such, there is fear of gentrification in the community as the demographics slowly shift and the sense of community has been altered. Similar effects occurred in Watts, which despite having census tracts in all three
classifications of financial resiliency overall seems to be struggling immensely.
Foreclosed properties were often purchased by investors that did not always
result in families moving back into the community. In addition, the high
concentrations of projects makes it difficult for Watts to recover than more
traditional neighborhoods.
(6) Relocation for foreclosed residents is a complex issue that affects both the
household and neighborhoods.
In the case of the North Hollywood Northeast NC, a lot of families whose
homes were foreclosed moved out of the area and into surrounding neighborhoods. The rapid increase in rental costs, some of which were as high
as mortgage payments, also made living in the area a difficult possibility as
ex-homeowners could not afford to rent within their communities. In South
Central the nieghborhood also experienced in-migration by recently foreclosured residents from other communities. This, along with the fact that numerous families whose homes were foreclosed sought shelter in the homes of
friends or family, resulted in an increase of crowding within housing units.
(7) The financial burden of implementing housing policy may be too high for
certain low-income communities to find feasible.
There are already communities that have larger numbers of illegal units on
their properties, although these are usually converted garages or rented out
rooms. This is a common characteristic of neighborhoods in Watts and South
Central, where residents have already embraced the idea that expanding or
repurposing their property can allow for larger family sizes and sources of
supplemental income. The problem with legalizing or constructing additional
physical structures is the cost that is involved in the process. In South Central, for example, despite the need and the acceptance of ADU’s, the lack of
financial resources prevents homeowners to legally construct such structures.
The result is illegal units that are not monitored for safety concerns and can
potentially be threatening to its occupants.
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Chapter 7: In-Depth Look
7.1 Watts Neighborhood
Council Area

The Watts Neighborhood Council Area provides a compelling case for a
closer look at the housing conditions and financial resiliency as it has census
tracts in all three classifications, all which have similar demographic characteristics.
In the growing tract, the type of housing that is present varies significantly
in the growing tract compared to the distressed or stable ones. Most significantly, census tract 2426.00 is comprised largely of a public housing project,
Nickerson Gardens. This finding suggests that within Watts, the area that is

Figure 7A: In-Depth
Study Watts
Neighborhood Council
Area
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Figure 7A: (cont)
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the most resilient is the area that provides affordable, renter units that can
accommodate residents who are not able to consume more traditional types
of housing. Figure 7A compares the physical and demographic attributes of
census tracts within all three neighborhood classifications in Watts.

7.2 Growing
Neighborhoods

Figure 7B: Growing
Tracts
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The growing tract in Watts provides one example of what neighborhoods
are attracting and maintaining residents in the face of the foreclosure crisis. Other growing tracts exhibit similar housing characteristics in the city,
although the one in Watts is the only to have a majority of public housing.
Physically, these census tracts not only have a mix of housing types but also a
mix of uses. In several, the mix of housing types occurs within close proximity to each other, with single-family detached homes and large multi-family
apartments located across the street from each other. Figure 7B compares
the physical and demographic attributes of several census tracts that were
classified as growing. Images of selected growing tracts, along with a nearby
distressed tract, are available in Appendix E.

GROWING TRACTS

Chapter 8: Discussion
8.1 Building Capacity for
Financial Resiliency in
Neighborhoods

Figure 8A: Median
Household Income in
2010
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S

ix years after the initial shock of the foreclosure crisis, the ramifications
are still being felt across the city of Los Angeles. Out of the 112 unique
census tracts that were identified as having high foreclosure rates, only 7 of
them are showing growth. This small figure suggests that affected neighborhoods in Los Angeles are still struggling to overcome economic trauma,
whether it is implicit or explicit, and that there is a need for intervention to
increase the capacity for renewal and resilience in neighborhoods. In order to
determine appropriate intervention however, a deeper understanding of the
physical environment and community forces in affected neighborhoods need
to be understood. The relationship between the two is critical in planning for
financial resilience because they can work to strengthen or hinder each other,
and in order for policies to be successful, this tension needs to be balanced.
Capacity building through housing policy requires certain considerations that
are currently not being explored in existing policies.

Source: US Census Bureau, 2010 American Community Survey 5-year estimates

What does ‘High Foreclosures’ mean?
It is critical for policymakers to be aware that the definition of high foreclosure rates can have different meanings and that these have different implications on the direction of building resiliency capacity. In particular, using
the HUD method to define high foreclosure tracts resulted in very different
neighborhoods than those identified using the calculated method. Neighborhoods identified through the HUD method, which describe the area’s most
affected by high-risk lending, are situated primarily in lower-income areas.
Those defined by the percentage of foreclosures over the total housing units
on the other hand have a greater range of incomes and even include some
higher-income tracts.
How has housing consumption changed?
Of the tracts that are growing, they all happen to be in low-income areas that
provide not only a mix of housing opportunities but also a greater percentage
of renter-occupied housing. They are also are racially more diverse and have
a greater percentage of minority populations. In the case of the growing tract
in Watts, public housing was revealed to be successful in attracting and maintaining a stable population. These findings suggest that housing consumption
needs may be shifting, at least temporarily. Distressed and stable tracts, where
spillover effects from the foreclosure crisis still exist or are worsening, tend to
have high levels of more traditional housing types, including the single-family detached owner-occupied home. Prior to the financial crash this housing
type was certainly in high demand, with developers rapidly building such
homes and property values increasing rapidly. After the crash however, there
seems to be a shift – whether out of revelation of the instability of the housing market or simply because of sheer need – in the types of housing that is
becoming more attractive. Growing tracts do not look nor provide housing
like those at the height of the housing boom. They are also demographically
very different, with lower median incomes and higher percentages of minorities. Providing affordable housing for displaced populations is also a concern,
as displaced households attempt to re-house themselves with limited options.
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Given these findings, pushing housing production away from historical
trends and towards the direction of more diverse and flexible housing types
has validity for building resiliency capacity in neighborhoods. Allowing the
construction of ADU’s or the adaptive reuse of buildings into live/work units
provide the means to increase the diversity of housing types and increase
options of renter-occupied housing. Both of these housing policies, if implemented successfully in existing neighborhoods, can provide the flexibility
and the diversity of housing types that growing neighborhoods exhibit. The
direction of housing policy in Los Angeles as well as across major metropolitan cities has already been moving towards this direction and the findings of
this study support this movement. What does need to be taken into consideration however is how housing production will be implemented to factor
into neighborhoods overall financial resiliency. How exactly housing production in struggling areas will be able to move towards this goal is a function
of more than simply implementing policies that allows for a greater mix of
housing types in low diversity neighborhoods.

8.2 Barriers to Financial
Resiliency

While housing policies that induce similar qualities of growing neighborhoods into struggling neighborhoods may increase their capacity for financial
resiliency, there are two distinct barriers that require consideration. In addition, while resiliency is a positive outcome, it can become negative if neighborhoods become gentrified and existing communities are disrupted.
Barrier # 1: Community resistance to change (higher-income areas)
The desire to preserve the low-density, single-family neighborhood still exists
in certain Los Angeles areas, and it is mainly the affluent communities that
tend to be highly participatory in discussions regarding physical change to
their neighborhoods. There is also a huge concern for maintaining property
values for the individual homeowner. The need to preserve the existing physical environment creates a major barrier to housing policies that attempt to
induce any physical change. For example, the ADU provision in Los Angeles
will have little success if it is met with resistance from HOA’s (home owners
associations) or NIMBYism efforts in highly active NC’s. Adaptive Reuse of
existing buildings into live/work lofts may not even be relevant if the existing physical environment does not have the existing structures to begin with.
Currently the program incentive areas are in already denser, more diverse
areas in Los Angeles. If the program were to be expanded across the city,
the incentives would have to be tailored for more suburban areas in order to
allow adoption. Despite the fact that even affluent areas that are experiencing
underlying distress, the need to preserve and protect a certain physical environment overshadows other concerns.
Barrier #2: Lack of financial/political capacity to implement change (lower-income areas)
In lower-income areas, there is also a desire to protect existing neighborhoods but this is not driven by the need to preserve an ‘ideal’ physical environment. The primary concern rather was to provide a safe and blight-free
community. While such communities are generally more accepting of change,
there is not always the financial or political support required to allow existing
policies to take effect. For example, areas such as South Central Los Angeles
may already have illegal ADU’s on single-family properties but the cost to
legalize them or to construct new ADU’s may not be feasible for homeowners. There are also concerns of whether lower-income areas receive adequate
political support to help foster community changes. Housing policy has
to overcome this challenge if it is to produce housing that contributes to a
financial resilient neighborhood. While ADU’s and live/work units introduce
additional diversity and a mix of housing options to households, their production must be encouraged and fostered by planning agencies if they are to
become successful. In lower income neighborhoods, such policies may have
to be subsidized by local/federal funds if they are to be implemented.
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Barrier #3 Negative Effects of Resiliency – Gentrification
Resiliency must also be evaluated in terms of the ways in which neighborhoods are adapting. The concern for neighborhoods to gentrify after high
concentrations of foreclosures is problematic as foreclosed properties may
become attractive to investors, flippers, and non-residents of the community.
All of new owners of foreclosed properties cause both social and physical

changes, as the demographic makeup may become altered and this in turn
affects the development of the physical environment. Adaptive reuse in particular has the potential to exclude lower-income populations if the output is
trendy, luxury housing.
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8.3 Conclusion

The foreclosure crisis revealed the volatility of the housing market but it also
revealed the volatility of physical neighborhood structure. The development
of the American Dream and the housing policies that fostered it led to high
levels of housing production of owner-occupied, single-family detached
homes, and homogeneous neighborhoods that were dependent on the success
of this housing type. However the foreclosure crisis and its secondary effects
revealed that this dependence is in the long-run unsustainable and that the
financial resiliency, or neighborhood stability in times of economic downturn,
is dependent by the balance between the physical and social environment of
neighborhoods.
This study has revealed that financial resiliency is the strongest in areas that
have a significantly different housing makeup than that of historically traditional housing types in Los Angeles. Photographs of growing neighborhoods
depict heterogeneous housing types, a plethora of renting opportunities,
variety of architectural styles, and mix of uses within and surrounding them.
Despite being lower income areas, they are still physically and culturally
vibrant areas. Housing policies that support such diversity in neighborhoods,
both in terms of tenure and housing types, had aid the future of housing
production towards creating more financially resilient neighborhoods. Both
Accessory Dwelling Unit policies and Adaptive Reuse policies that allow the
conversion of buildings into live/work units can provide the means to develop
for finally resilient neighborhoods as they induce qualities of growing areas
into existing housing.
However simply implementing policies that allow such housing production
is not enough. Current housing policy in Los Angeles is not taking a closer
look at the individual community issues that occur after foreclosures. Community forces must be taken into account when developing housing policies
because while the repercussions of the foreclosure crisis has revealed the
problems with the current housing structure, there are still social, cultural,
and financial barriers that prevent them from being successfully implemented. In order for the future of housing production to be developed in ways that
are more attuned to financial resiliency, housing policies need to be tailored
appropriately for different neighborhood situations. The struggle between
perceptions of housing, financial burdens, and overall resiliency will require
more than a blanket-approach to future housing production and the considerations presented in this study should be taken into account before delving
in such policies.
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Appendix A: Neighborhood Resiliency Classification Methodology
To calculate Financial Resiliency of each Census Tract, a weighted overlay analysis was used in GIS using data
from the US Census Bureau1. Financial Resiliency is calculated for the time period between 2009 and 2011and
is mathematically represented as a function of:
Financial Resiliency ≈ F {(0.5) % ∆ Home Value, (0.4) ∆ Vacancy Rate, (0.1) % ∆ Occupants per Room},
where:

(

)

In order to determine the final resiliency classification for each tract, a resiliency classification was first calculated for each variable individually. Each variable was reclassified with values from 1 to 3, with 1 representing
‘distressed’, 2 representing ‘stable’, and 3 representing ‘growing’ tracts. The following table depicts how the values
in each variable were reclassified into these three categories.
∆Vacancy Rate =

% ∆ of Home Value =

% ∆ in OPR =

Reclassification
Value

(∆ Vacancy Rate > 0)

(∆ Home Value < 0)

(∆ OPR > 0)



1

1 – 12%
(∆ Vacancy Rate ≈ 0)

-48.56 – -1%
(∆ Home Value ≈ 0)

-47.38 – 0%
(∆ OPR ≈ 0)



2

-1 – 1%
(∆ Vacancy Rate < 0)

-1 – 1%
(∆ Home Value > 0)

0 – 0.1%
(∆ OPR < 0)



3

-23 – - 1%

1 – 143.79%

0.1 – 7723.6%

Once each of the three variables was reclassified, the three variables were weighted as per the literature review
and the final mathematical expression for Financial Resiliency is as follows:
Financial Resiliency = 0.5 (∆ Home Value) + 0.4 (∆ Vacancy Rate) + 0.1 (∆ OPR)
The final value (which range between 1 – 3) was rounded to the nearest whole number, resulting in a final Financial Resiliency Classification Value between 1 – 3, where again, 1 represents ‘distressed’, 2 represents ‘stable’,
and 3 represents ‘growing’.

1. Source: US Census Bureau
2009 American Community Survey & 2011 American Community Survey 5-year estimates
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Appendix B: Housing Characteristic/ Diversity Index
The following are the formulas used to evaluate housing characteristics in the quantitative analysis portion of
this study.

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

2. Data for Race was taken from
statistics that summarized those
who identified with a single race
only.
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(

)

Appendix B: Housing Characteristic/ Diversity Index
Diversity Index Calculation:
The US Census Bureau has ten individual categories for the variable ‘Units in Structure’, ranging from single-family to multi-family homes, plus mobile/other housing types. For this calculation, the first seven categories
were included as is, and the last three were combined (Structures with greater than 50 units, mobile homes, and
other), which resulted in a total of 8 unique categories. Perfect diversity assumes that each category has equal
weight (Byrne & Flaherty, 2004), which in this case means each category should have approximately 12.5% of
the housing stock. The final range of diversity is between 0 (perfectly diverse) and .33 (no diversity). The formula
for the Diversity Index (Standard Deviation) is:

√∑
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HUD HIGH FORECLOSURE TRACTS

Appendix C: Full List of High Foreclosure Census Tracts
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240800
240900
241110
241120
241400
242000
242200
242300
242600
242700
243000
243100
535400

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
2

6872449
11522212
5238307
7140254
6189017
6961644
8753872
6781926
5123774
10928136
7721844
6534121
10278818

28535
31852
33355
29031
37625
32772
33884
36250
15787
28826
37412
24871
40430

43.50%
45.59%
42.94%
25.58%
47.15%
34.55%
40.04%
30.10%
5.09%
40.24%
51.99%
26.02%
53.08%

56.50%
54.41%
57.06%
74.42%
52.85%
65.45%
59.96%
69.90%
94.91%
59.76%
48.01%
73.98%
46.92%

2.38
2.26
2.30
2.16
2.55
2.22
2.12
2.28
1.91
2.54
2.65
2.31
2.26

HUD HIGH FORECLOSURE TRACTS
4.75
4.45
4.71
4.39
4.80
4.31
4.47
4.59
3.98
4.76
5.20
4.36
4.78

75.50%
63.02%
68.97%
47.58%
39.49%
55.49%
56.23%
55.81%
12.45%
65.53%
84.90%
39.89%
63.49%

24.50%
36.98%
31.03%
52.42%
60.52%
44.51%
43.77%
44.19%
87.55%
34.47%
15.10%
60.11%
36.51%

0.23887
0.19372
0.21767
0.14754
0.13594
0.17169
0.17002
0.16610
0.07531
0.20782
0.27482
0.12726
0.20103

1139
1030
1200
1075
1534
938
866
934
541
976
1135
777
976

326364
309020
308785
342944
350354
344206
329412
323791
342741
359748
340711
290720
363832

1068
1392
764
1244
905
1046
1588
1162
1254
1235
1395
1403
751

1958
1960
1957
1964
1959
1956
1957
1962
1956
1970
1960
1971
1969

4453
5275
2933
4507
3304
3313
6843
4399
3615
4664
5483
5659
3600

38.33%
49.95%
50.32%
50.12%
32.26%
29.82%
49.32%
55.26%
24.84%
32.20%
40.51%
37.66%
68.58%

32.05%
25.08%
26.83%
38.85%
44.49%
35.44%
32.94%
24.39%
43.40%
24.40%
21.78%
31.65%
16.67%

1.39%
0.15%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.18%
0.18%
0.00%
2.10%
0.36%
1.26%
0.00%
0.00%

0.90%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.13%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.06%
0.64%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.70%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

27.33%
27.26%
22.84%
11.18%
23.24%
34.56%
19.20%
19.64%
29.65%
46.23%
35.40%
34.78%
14.75%

65.53%
74.92%
72.69%
61.37%
52.75%
64.56%
66.07%
73.54%
53.89%
75.39%
77.79%
61.71%
83.11%
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CALCULATED HIGH FORECLOSURE TRACTS
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CALCULATED HIGH FORECLOSURE TRACTS

Appendix C: Full List of High Foreclosure Census Tracts

Appendix D: Neighborhood Council Interview Methodology
To obtain a broader and more in-depth understanding of the underlying conditions affecting financial resiliency,
interviews were conducted with board members or elected officers of Neighborhood Councils from areas affected by high-foreclosure tracts. Neighborhood Councils in Los Angeles are city-certified local groups that allow
members of a community to engage in local issues. There are around 110 certified and proposed Neighborhood
Councils in the city of Los Angeles, and they each receive $45,000 each year to support a variety of activities or
programs that either respond to the unique needs of each community or advocate important community issues.
As such, they provide a good resource for understanding how particular neighborhoods are handling and mitigating economic distress.
A total of 35 Neighborhood Councils were contacted with regards to this study, 32 of which had at least one
high-foreclosure tract and 3 of which were recommended through interviews with other Neighborhood Councils as areas of interest. Each Neighborhood Council was contacted via email, using the Neighborhood Council
Database (maintained by the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment Los Angeles) to acquire contact
information3. They were given (a) a brief introductory email explaining the purpose of the study and the inquiry for participation and (b) a Research Information Sheet that described in further detail the nature of the
interview and the manner of the final presentation of interview data. Both documents appear at the end of this
Appendix (Appendix D).
A total of 16 Neighborhood Councils responded as interested in participating in the study, of which 10 ended
up participating in either a phone or personal interview. Each interview lasted between 15 minutes to an hour,
with 9 done over the phone and one done in person. Most interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes. The full
list of contacted Neighborhood Councils is presented below, in table D1. Bolded entries are of those which final
interviews were conducted.

3. The Neighborhood Council
Database for Los Angeles city
can be accessed at: http://done.
lacity.org/ncdatabase/nc_database_public/Default.aspx
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Appendix D: Neighborhood Council Interview Methodology
Table D1: List of Contacted Neighborhood Councils
% HF
Tracts in
NC

Neighborhood Council

%

Distressed Stable Growing Tracts All Tracts Distressed

1

0.875 Watts

4

2

1

7

8

0.50

2

0.684 Empowerment Congress Southeast Area

8

3

2

13

19

0.42

3

0.667 Empowerment Congress Southwest Area

4

0

0

4

6

0.67

15

0.667 Vernon/Main

3

4

1

8

12

0.25

4

0.600 Mission Hills

2

1

0

3

5

0.40

8

0.571 Central Alameda

3

0

1

4

7

0.43

6

0.474 Sylmar

2

7

0

9

19

0.11

0.462 South Central Area

1

5

0

6

13

0.08

5

0.429 Empowerment Congress Central Area

1

2

0

3

7

0.14

9

0.429 Arleta

3

0

0

3

7

0.43

10

0.421 Pacoima

5

3

0

8

19

0.26

14

0.417 Voices of 90037

2

3

0

5

12

0.17

12

0.364 Park Mesa Heights

3

1

0

4

11

0.27

13

0.333 9th District Unity

0

2

0

2

6

0.00

16

0.333 Granada Hills South

0

2

0

2

6

0.00

17

0.313 Panorama City

1

4

0

5

16

0.06

19

0.300 Winnetka

0

3

0

3

10

0.00

21

0.273 Canoga Park

2

1

0

3

11

0.18

22

0.250 McArthur Park

0

0

2

2

8

0.00

23

0.250 North Hollywood West

2

0

0

2

8

0.25

18

0.231 Reseda

2

1

0

3

13

0.15

20

0.182 North Hills East

1

1

0

2

11

0.09

7

0.167 North Hills West

1

0

0

1

6

0.17

25

0.167 Van Nuys/Lake Balboa

1

1

0

2

12

0.08

27

0.125 Foothills Trails District

0

1

0

1

8

0.00

24

0.111 Granada Hills North

0

1

0

1

9

0.00

28

0.100 Sunland/Tujunga

0

1

0

1

10

0.00

29

0.100 Harbor Gateway North

1

0

0

1

10

0.10

26

0.071 Downtown LA

0

1

0

1

14

0.00

30

0.071 West Hills

1

0

0

1

14

0.07

31

0.071 Pico Union

1

0

0

1

14

0.07

32

0.063 Arlington Heights

1

0

0

1

16

0.06

33

0.063 Sun Valley

0

1

0

1

16

0.00

34

0.036 Wilshire Center

0

1

0

1

28

0.00

35

0.000 North Hollywood Northeast

0

0

0

0

11

0.00

36

0.000 Boyle Heights

0

0

0

0

23

0.00

37

0.000 Silverlake

0

0

0

0

10

0.00

11
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Appendix D: Neighborhood Council Interview Methodology
Document D1: Interview Email Template

Subject - Graduate Urban Planning Research Study: Neighborhood Effects of the Foreclosure Crisis
Dear (INSERT: Neighborhood Council or Neighborhood Council Member NAME),
My name is Ranjani Sarode and I am a Masters of Urban Planning student at Columbia University in New
York. I am a native Angeleno, and for my final thesis paper, I have chosen to study effects of the foreclosure
crisis in my hometown of Los Angeles.
For the past semester, I have been looking at foreclosure conditions in the city in order to better understand how
different neighborhoods have coped with the effects of foreclosure. I am looking to see what physical conditions
and community support systems provide neighborhoods with the best tools to recuperate after times of economic downturn. After my initial research, I have selected various neighborhoods to study further that I believe will
better inform my research hypothesis.
I am writing because you are a Neighborhood Council representative of one of the neighborhoods I have chosen
to study and I am hoping that I may speak to you about some of these issues. It would be greatly appreciated if
I could contact you for a short interview, whether in person or via phone/email. I have attached an information
sheet regarding my study with additional information and will also answer any questions/concerns if necessary.
Any other board members that you feel may be able to contribute to this discussion would also be helpful.
Thank you so much for your consideration, and I hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
Ranjani Sarode
MSUP Urban Planning 13’
GSAPP| Columbia University New York
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Appendix D: Neighborhood Council Interview Methodology
Document D2: Research Information Sheet
Research Information Sheet:
The Effect of the Foreclosure Crisis on the Changing Housing Landscape in Los Angeles
Research Project4
To Whom It May Concern,
Thank you for taking the time to consider participating in this study. This research project is being completed
under the curriculum requirements for Columbia University’s Masters of Urban Planning Program.
The main purpose of this study is to understand the effect of foreclosures in Los Angeles on neighborhood
stability. Specifically, it aims to understand if certain physical and social attributes of housing types in neighborhoods lend themselves to greater neighborhood stability during times of economic downturn. Thus in addition
to performing a spatial analysis of housing conditions and foreclosure rates, this study also will be collecting
interview data from board members of selected Neighborhood Councils in Los Angeles. The purpose of these
interviews is to better inform the discussion on how specific neighborhoods have reacted to the foreclosure crisis
and what are the social and physical conditions that have guided these actions.
Participation in this study is voluntary and will be conducted in an open-ended interview format. Any data collected will be identified only by its respective neighborhood, and no specific names will be presented in the final
research paper.
If you have any further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. Your consideration is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Ranjani Sarode
MSUP 13’| Columbia University in New York, GSAPP

4. Title of paper was later
changed to current title
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Appendix D: Neighborhood Council Interview Methodology
Document D3: Interview Questions
1. What did you see happen in your Neighborhood Council area when the housing bubble burst and foreclosures began to occur across the country?
2. Do you feel certain parts of the neighborhood were more affected by the foreclosure crisis than others,
and if so, which ones?
3. How do you feel your neighborhood responded to increased concentrations of foreclosures? Has there
been a drastic change in the neighborhood atmosphere/demographics since more properties became
foreclosed?
4. Do you feel that of those whose homes were foreclosed, there was a tendency to move to another property within the same neighborhood or out of the community?
5. What role does the Neighborhood Council have in terms of dealing with issues of foreclosure?
6. Briefly describe the structure of your Neighborhood Council and the overall role it plays in the community.
7. Is there a strong community presence in the Neighborhood Council, and do many residents see it as a
resource for voicing and solving community concerns?
8. Explain a bit about the unique characteristics of your neighborhood, particularly the type of housing (ex.
single family detached vs. multi-family units, renter vs. owners, etc.) and community amenities.
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Appendix E: Neighborhood Images
Census Tract 2087.20; Rampart Village – GROWING
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Appendix E: Neighborhood Images
Census Tract 2094.02; Rampart Village – GROWING
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Appendix E: Neighborhood Images
Census Tract 2098.20; Pico Union (2 Blocks South of Census Tract 2094.02 – DISTRESSED
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Appendix F: GIS Data Layer Sources
US Census Bureau:
(1) 2010 Census Tract Boundaries
Los Angeles Department of City Planning:
“Permission for use of these proprietary data is granted by the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning. Copyright ©
2012 City of Los Angeles. All Rights Reserved.”

(1) Neighborhood Council Boundaries
(2) Land Use
(3) Zoning
(4) Los Angeles City Boundary
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